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SYSTEMS THEORY: The Ultimate Solution?  

[Phase I] 

It seems that I have attained 

a certain breakthrough that may 

provide a solution to the serious 

problems of our time. It is the 

kind of theory that one can 

verify not only in the 

laboratories, but also in the self 

and the environment 

manifesting around one's own 

life. This is a re-discovery of a 

very ancient science based on a 

certain mental exercise (‘sustained concentration’) that enables a person reach higher states of 

awareness and creativity, much rewarding and gratifying than anything else on this earth. This 

has many tangible applications as concerns physical and mental problems; but most importantly, 

it is a paradigm – a holistic worldview, or common sense towards the new millennium – that is 

emerging with great momentum in which ancient Ethiopian/Egyptian philosophies have great 

influences and pioneering roles. Another thing is that one can easily understand this whole thing 

without any prior knowledge of anything at all, for it talks about innate natures (on a universal 

scale) which may be roughly linked with the process of self-universalization and the state of 

eternity over the changing daily realities. 

For this purpose, I am trying to establish an environment of Systems-thinking – 

Universal/Natural thinking – using Dropbox (a free mechanism of sharing folders) that contains 

necessary materials to prove my point. 

Systems theory views the world as a complex system of interconnected parts. And Systems-

thinking arises from holistic approach to systems; where by definition, a system is ‘a group of 

things or parts working together as a whole’. Systems-thinking is the process of understanding 

how things influence one another within the whole, for emergence. Unlike the reductionist 

approach which dwells only on the (classical Newtonian) analysis of the component parts of a 

system, holism  (or emergentism) refers to ‘having regard to the whole rather than just the parts 

of it’ –  suggesting that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts’; thus making it a general 

case of reductionism. Reductionism, in principle, follows the ‘arrow of time’ (a causal process 

towards death with increasing disorder/entropy) by making the system closed and linear at the 

expense of certainties and predictabilities. Holism, in contrast, can reverse this arrow towards life 

and creativity. Here one can see that every conflict (that would result in destroying the system) 

arises whenever the death-centered principle tends to overpower the life-giving one; yet totally 

disguised and difficult to discern. In reductionism, we live only 10% of the universal life (as 

universal/extraterrestrial and autonomous entities) that we are meant to be.  

http://www.abraham-amaha.webs.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
https://www.dropbox.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reductionism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergentism
http://focus.aps.org/story/v24/st7
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CGAQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FEntropy&ei=BvgDUKWaGej74QTP-LimCA&usg=AFQjCNGKdn4cPX9HvqNiwN39ez393rL0kg&sig2=PGzX8QKZOdKRJ8NhEi4OJw
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My work [see overview …] is then based on the proof that extra-dimensional phenomena 

(beyond space and time) that arise from cosmology (with space-time geometries and subsequent 

high-dimensional formalisms) is equivalent to what we may call ‘whole minus sum’ for systems 

[read more …]. In a sense, it is an approach that deals with abstractions – with entities that are 

not tangible or measurable in any physical way. It perceives matter embedded in higher-

dimensional tachyonic domains. From the technical perspective, we can see that, as the so-called 

‘Gaussian curvature’ or metric tensor involves ‘intrinsic’ properties of curved spaces (and hence 

suggesting higher dimensions), extra-dimensions for cognitive systems/beings are also intrinsic, 

and they can be identified and used for higher goals. When this happens, what are revealed from 

the geometry of higher dimensions (like antigravity, invisibility, space-time travel, worm-hole 

tunneling, teleportation, self-bootstrapping, …) are also inherent in cognitive systems (typically 

the conscious self), and can be consciously experienced in form of invisibility, levitation, astral-

projection, rapture, and other psychic activities, with various revelations and profound insights. 

In this context, the very name Tewahdo (Gz. synthesis or blending) implies the art (or 

science) of uniting the material (‘Adamic’) self with the non-material/universal 

(‘Christed’/‘Buddha’) self, leading to enlightenment. In other words, it seeks for a link between 

the physical and the non-physical. Such rich insights/wisdoms (dealing with higher-dimensional 

realities) have been in Ethiopia since antiquity and that the tendency is to restore ancient 

civilizations (blended with modern technology) towards splendid creativity and flourishing 

events. Higher-dimensional perception is therefore a reality one can consciously get tuned into. 

The secret seems to lie on Mind (the Endocrine system) where molecular messengers (with 

different names: hormones, neurotransmitters, endorphins, growth factors, etc.) interconnect the 

three distinct systems of the self – Body (Immune system), Brain (Nervous system), and Mind – 

into one single network. These messengers are short chains of amino acids that attach themselves 

to specific receptors, which exist in abundance on the surfaces of all cells of the body.  These 

molecules communicate with each other through complex four-dimensional foldings and 

vibrations to integrate the self with the rest of the universe. Thus Mind takes the form of 

energy/information exchange network, and becomes a holistic aspect of the physical body and 

the computer-brain, usually referred to as ‘energy body’, ‘ethereal-body’, spirit, or soul. 

Consequently, Mind is invariant or universal aspect of the self. In general, thoughts and feelings 

arise from patterns of neural activity in the brain motivated by external subtle influences. Now, 

by reducing the Body and Brain responses, one can dwell in the Mind state (cognitive state) 

containing all the secrets of life and purpose for the individual existence on this earth. True state 

of existence is then attained by balanced interconnection of the three fundamental subsystems 

leading to the fulfillment of the secret of Trinity and wholeness. The mental exercise (‘sustained 

concentration’) is then concentration on those endocrinal glands (or ‘chakras’ according to the 

East) and gain knowledge and experience from the resulting tingling or energy-feelings. This 

exercise enhances higher-dimensional perception (beyond the five senses) that would ultimately 

lead to life-giving, enlightenment and creativity. Moreover, this energy body can be detached 

from the physical body, and hence, one can identify with it and know that one is a spontaneous 

and unlimited consciousness that can travel far distances and epochs.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/189217j8mxsxi4i/SYSTEMS%20THEORY%20%28Phase%20II%29.pdf
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF8QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCosmology&ei=b2DxT9P8IcjA0QXxjMDmDQ&usg=AFQjCNGH5IxMcVXl-NbbiYW5qLyY5Ol2uA
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Space-time&redirect=no
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rqnhlkdl2go8go3/SYSTEMS%20THEORY%20%28Phase%20III%29.pdf
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/ParticleAndNuclear/tachyons.html
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&sqi=2&ved=0CGEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGaussian_curvature&ei=Gb8TUMqfDuP80QWn8YG4DA&usg=AFQjCNGBL00q7kXtvp6_6tdoJMSxV5vUtg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_tensor_(general_relativity)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Many-worlds_interpretation#Time_travel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wormhole
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1377370/Teleporting-breakthrough-scientists-transport-light-particles.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrapping
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CFQQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FLevitation_%28paranormal%29&ei=2QQAUOalFKb64QSg4NysCA&usg=AFQjCNH1v_dxqh_zAjzR3JFoYz2KwTh_gw
http://aliensandangels.wordpress.com/2011/12/03/astral-projection-and-2-corinthians-121-4/
http://aliensandangels.wordpress.com/2011/12/03/astral-projection-and-2-corinthians-121-4/
http://www.themysteryunlocked.com/rapture-of-obedient-believers-only/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocrine_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immune_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_system
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c4v5s4x763lws7n/Endocrine%20glands%20and%20Chakras.bmp
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fqwavxhc5yqvfux/Seven%20Major%20Chakras%20and%20Endocrine%20Glands.bmp
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While my work is mainly on the theoretical side (I, for myself, am as ignorant as any 

reductionist), but full usage of this principle is provided by self-educated expertise in the field of 

paranormal phenomena, transcendence and spirituality.  

Apart from technical/popular books in general relativity and five-dimensional physics, non-

linear dynamics, and Phase-integral Methods (all available in PDF), my Dropbox presently 

contains: 

1) ‘The Web of Life’ by Fritjof Capra, theoretical physicist and author; see also book review. The 

book has excellent exposition towards the central idea of Santiago theory of cognition, which 

says cognition (process-of-thought) and being (process-of-life) are equivalent. This, according to 

my formulations, implies the (self-referential) existence of a certain state of awareness (nested by 

multiple feed-back loops) that can see the plan and manifestation of everything – the mind of 

God (the whole, living universe that is self-organizing, self-observing and self-solving system). 

2) The audio version of the book ‘The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment’, where 

the author Eckhart Tolle discusses about ‘self-transformation’ to a higher (universal/theoretical) 

state through the knowledge and practice in the ‘Presence’ or ‘Here-and-Now’.  

3) ‘Spiritual Reality’ [video] by Jak Medytować is identical with the previous one but clearly 

expressed in a picturesque form, yet by a different author with different background. It talks 

about the knowledge/wisdom of attaining ‘cosmic energy’ for self-healing and further 

development of the glands (mainly the so-called ‘third eye’ and ‘astral body’), and to experience 

multi-layer realities/frequencies. Very interesting to watch. The more one feels this ‘energy-

body’, the more the Mind (energy system) becomes substance-like that can depart from the 

physical body and travel distant places/times. 

4) ‘Be Still and Know’ by Roy Masters is rather a potent [audio] exercise for the first ten minutes, 

while the rest is only discussion. It is an attempt to identify the physical and ethereal-body 

through the raising of one's hand by mere concentration on the tingling or energy-feelings. 

Through steadfast concentration and dissolving intruding [thought-inducing ‘hypnotic’] 

influences, one would achieve a ‘distant feeling of awareness’ or detachment – as a sign of good 

progress. 

5) The works of Memehir Girma Wondimu in exorcism is also included. This involves the proof 

that forces/influences (through extra-dimensional connectivity) can operate as intelligent entities 

on a victim; and hence, they can reason out of their possession. Watching this video is exorcism 

in itself. If the life-giving forces [YANG] are cognizable through the process-of-life to the extent 

of reasoning, so do the death-centered [YIN] forces in their propensities towards destruction. 

Traditionally, the creative forces are represented by God, angels, saints, prophets, martyrs…; the 

destructive ones are represented by Lucifer-the-fallen-angel or Satan, with his demon followers, 

and a variety of possessive influences identifiable by names and their characteristics. Social 

interactions through those forces (positive or negative) are apparent in countries like Ethiopia. 

This work is then to remove those alien influences that result in (multiple-/split-personalities) 

what is called dissociative-identity-disorder (‘legion’). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paranormal
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iq6nj0hkhwold9h/TLnJ9O1657?m
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lbblq3rz3ra8cik/qGKge9qrwc?m
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c2wd5jzd3x1wero/The%20Web%20of%20Life%20by%20Fritjof%20Capra.djvu
http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AFritjof+Capra&qt=hot_author
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zi7l0wpe3lgx17m/Book%20Review%20for%20%27THE%20WEB%20OF%20LIFE%27.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Theory_of_Cognition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_philosophy
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rqnhlkdl2go8go3/SYSTEMS%20THEORY%20%28Phase%20III%29.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l1o3st077dnif8r/baSoLttKVo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phcqh3ygi8xlu8z/The%20Power%20of%20Now%3B%20A%20Guide%20to%20Spiritual%20Enlightenment%20by%20Eckhart%20Tolle.PDF
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n5a4tnoolojvtq5/Spiritual%20Reality%20by%20Jac%20Medytowac.mpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksLnbmSa6TM
http://www.fhu.com/aboutroy.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fh6rz0b3gy3hm0e/Be%20Still%20and%20Know%20by%20Roy%20Masters.mp3
http://vimeo.com/37128704
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pdd9gpy6ixm5ojm/Exorcism%20%28Memehir%20Girma%20Wondimu%2C%20No.%2017B%29.DAT
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
http://www.faithclipart.com/guide/christian-ministries/angels/lucifer-the-fallen-angel.html
http://www.godonthe.net/evidence/satan.htm
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CFQQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FDissociative_identity_disorder&ei=OgAhUNvgKcjptQbziIGwCA&usg=AFQjCNHsnNTbg0nYdW_2laa7oUoeuY26jQ
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6) The rest: a) ‘Philadelphia Experiment’ (1943) concerning invisibility and teleportation based on 

five-dimensional approach to unify gravity and electromagnetism. b) ‘The Elegant Universe’ is 

also included to give a taste towards unification of the four fundamental physical forces.  

The practice of transcendence gives awareness of one's universality and eternity; and this 

leads to perfect control of the self, and hence towards creativity and enlightenment. In figurative 

terms, whether Cosmic energy [God] breathed to the atoms that made Adam or to Adam himself 

is a question of choice and taste; but the first one is more direct, short and sure. In a sense, 

metaphysics is more complete than physics itself. By catching up with the ‘Now’ presence, one's 

activities become in harmony with the unfolding drama of the universe. In other words, one 

becomes instrumental in expressing the universe itself. The benefit is that, in this intense 

observation, the universe appropriates itself to produce the desired results whatever they may 

be.... The other thing is, this ‘strange’ approach may sound that whatever is gained by egocentric 

drives would be stripped away and make the person helpless or zombie; instead, it gives life to 

one's endeavors and be effectively useful and rewarding in the end – ‘added unto thee’. 

Generally, this process of self-liberation gives the autonomous possibility of engaging oneself to 

fulfill prophesies and eternal duties to help save the world. 

 In the process of uncovering what is missing, there is a strong belief among scientists that 

the holistic approach will ultimately result in a grand Theory Of Everything (TOE); and ‘the end 

is insight’ as proclaimed by Stephen Hawking in his inaugural lecture for the Lucasian Chair 

under the title ‘Is the End in Sight for Theoretical Physics?’  

With best regards, Abraham. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xffyjczbw2xop01/Philadelphia%20Experiment%20%281943%29.wmv?m
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&ved=0CD8QFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FQuantum_teleportation&ei=TD2qUMDNFtCa0QWpr4CgDQ&usg=AFQjCNGpztv0wofTinNrhcwqpQfmtoAuvA
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2gj6afg2huw8zvd/46LL-3_-5E
https://www.google.com.et/search?q=cosmic+energy&hl=en&biw=1040&bih=892&prmd=imvnsb&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=fnKfUPToMsew0AXh24GADA&ved=0CCUQsAQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_everything
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Hawking

